We consider the initial boundary value problem
1
b with f (∞) = 0 then the following probabilistic representation of the solution is valid
where X is a reflecting Brownian motion with drift µ and ℓ 0 (X) is the local time of X at 0 . The solution can be interpreted in terms of X and its creation in 0 at rate proportional to ℓ 0 (X) . Invoking the law of (X t , ℓ
Introduction
In this paper we consider the initial boundary value problem
u xx (t > 0, x ≥ 0) (1.1) u(0, x) = f (x) (x ≥ 0) (1.2) u t (t, 0) = ν u x (t, 0) (t > 0) (1.3) of Stroock and Williams [12] (see also [13] , [14] , [8] , [9] ) where µ, ν ∈ IR and the boundary condition is not of Feller's type when ν < 0 (cf. [2] , [3] , [4] ). If ν > 0 then it is known that the solution to (1.1)-(1.3) with f ∈ C b ([0, ∞)) can be represented as running time plus the local time of X at 0 divided by ν ) forcing it to spend more time at 0 (cf. [6, p. 186] ). If ν = 0 then (1.4) remains valid withX being absorbed at 0 (corresponding to the limiting case of infinite stickiness). If ν < 0 then Feller's semigroup approach (cf. [5] , [15] , [2] , [3] , [4] ) is no longer applicable since the speed measure ofX cannot be negative. Stroock and Williams [12] show that the minimum principle breaks down in this case (nonnegative f can produce negative u ) so that the solution to (1.1)-(1.3) cannot be represented by (1.4) whereX is a strong Markov process which behaves like Brownian motion with drift µ when in (0, ∞) (for connections with Feller's Brownian motions see [7, Section 5.7] ).
Motivated by this peculiarity Stroock and Williams [12] show that the solution to (1.1)-(1.3) is still generated by a semigroup of operators when ν < 0 and they characterise non-negative solutions by means of the Riccati equation. This leads to subspaces of functions f for which (1.4) remains valid with the same time-changed Brownian motion X with drift µ that now jumps into (0, ∞) or possibly to a coffin state just before hitting 0 . This representation of the solution is applicable when f (0) = ∞ 0 f (y)g(y) dy where g is the minimal non-negative solution to the Riccati equation. For more details and further fascinating developments along these lines see [12] , [13] , [14] , [8] , [9] .
Inspired by these insights in this paper we develop an entirely different approach to solving (1.1)-(1.3) probabilistically that applies to smooth initial data f vanishing at ∞ with no further requirement on its shape. Firstly, exploiting higher degrees of smoothness of the solution u in the interior of the domain (which is a well-known fact from the theory of parabolic PDEs) we reduce the sticky boundary behaviour at 0 to (i) a reflecting boundary behaviour when ν = µ and (ii) an elastic boundary behaviour when ν = µ . Secondly, writing down the probabilistic representations of the solutions to the resulting initial boundary value problems expressed in terms of the reflecting Brownian motion with drift µ and its local time at 0 , choosing joint realisations of these processes where the initial point is given explicitly so that the needed algebraic manipulations are possible (making use of the extended Lévy's distributional theorem), we find that the following probabilistic representation of the solution is valid
where X is a reflecting Brownian motion with drift µ starting at x under P x , and ℓ 0 (X) is the local time of X at 0 . The function F is explicitly given by
for x ≥ 0 and ℓ ≥ 0 . The derivation applies simultaneously to all µ and ν with no restriction on the sign of ν , and the process X (with its local time) plays the role of a fundamental solution in this context (a building block for all other solutions). Since (X, ℓ 0 (X)) is a Markov process we see that the solution u is generated by the semigroup of transition operators (P t ) t≥0 acting on f by means of (1.5) and (1.6) (in the reverse order). Moreover, we will see below that when ν > µ the solution (1.5)+(1.6) can be probabilistically interpreted in terms of X and its creation in 0 (from a coffin state) at rate 2(ν −µ)ℓ 0 (X) . Note that this also holds when ν < 0 with µ < ν in which case the Feller's semigroup approach based on the probabilistic representation (1.4) is not applicable. A similar probabilistic interpretation of the solution in terms of a (fuller scale) creation of X in 0 can also be given when ν ≤ µ by generating a random threshold (for the local time to hit) from a σ -finite measure and then conditioning on the size of the hitting time. Finally, invoking the law of (X t , ℓ 0 t (X)) we derive a closed integral formula for u expressed in terms of µ , ν and f . Integrating further by parts yields a closed formula for u where smoothness of f is no longer needed.
Result and proof
Consider the initial boundary value problem (1.1)-(1.3) and recall that C 
ϕ(y) dy for x ∈ IR respectively. The main result of the paper may be stated as follows.
(ii) The solution u admits the following probabilistic representation
where X is a reflecting Brownian motion with drift µ starting at x under P x , and ℓ 0 (X) is the local time of X at 0 .
(iii) The solution u admits the following integral representation
where the kernels G and H are given by
for t > 0 and x, y ≥ 0 .
with f (∞) = 0 be given and fixed. We first show that any
for T > 0 and u(t, ∞) = 0 for t > 0 admits the probabilistic representation (2.1).
1. Setting v = u x and differentiating both sides in (1.1) with respect to x we see that v solves the same equation
Moreover, differentiating both sides in (1.2) with respect to x we find that
Finally, combining (1.3) with (1.1) we see that (1.3) reads as follows
where we set λ = 2(ν − µ) . In this way we have obtained the initial boundary value problem (2.5)-(2.7) for v . Note that the boundary condition (2.7) corresponds to (i) a reflecting boundary behaviour when λ = 0 and (ii) an elastic boundary behaviour when λ = 0 . Setting
for t ≥ 0 where B is a standard Brownian motion, and denoting by R µ,x a reflecting Brownian motion with drift µ starting at x in [0, ∞) , it is known that the classic Lévy's distributional theorem (see [11, p. 240] ) extends as follows
where ℓ 0 (R µ,x ) is the local time of R µ,x at 0 (for a formal verification based on Skorokhod's lemma see the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [10] ). Identifying
in accordance with (2.9) above, we claim (cf. [6, pp. 183-184] ) that the solution v to the problem (2.5)-(2.7) admits the probabilistic representation
for t ≥ 0 and x ≥ 0 (for multi-dimensional extensions see [1, Section 2]).
2. To verify (2.11) we can make use of standard arguments by letting time run backwards and applying Itô's formula to v composed with (t−s, X x s ) and multiplied by e −λℓ 0 s (X x ) for s ∈ [0, t) where t > 0 and x ≥ 0 are given and fixed. This yields
r ) is zero off the set of all r at which X x r = 0 , while (−λv+v x )(t−r, X is increasing and thus of bounded variation while in the final equality we also use (2.5). From (2.12) we see that
)dB r is a continuous local martingale for s ∈ [0, t) . Choose a localisation sequence of stopping times (σ n ) n≥1 for M (meaning that M stopped at σ n is a martingale for each n ≥ 1 and σ n ↑ ∞ as n → ∞ ), take any sequence s n ↑ t as n → ∞ , and set τ n := σ n ∧ s n for n ≥ 1 . Then the optional sampling theorem yields
as n → ∞ by the dominated convergence theorem and (2.6) above where we use that v ∈ C b ([0, T ]×[0, ∞)) for T ≥ t and Ee |λ|ℓ 0 t (X x ) < ∞ for t > 0 in view of (2.10) above. This establishes (2.11) as claimed.
3. Recalling that v = u x and u(t, ∞) = 0 we find using (2.10) and (2.11) that
for t ≥ 0 and x ≥ 0 , where in the second last equality we use that S −µ t = x∨S −µ t since otherwise the integral from x to x ∨ S −µ t equals zero, and in the last equality we use that f (∞) = 0 . Making use of (2.9) in (2.15) establishes the probabilistic representation (2.1) as claimed in the beginning of the proof.
can be readily derived from the known probability density function of (B t , S t ) when µ is zero (see e.g. [7, p. 27] − µ b+ µt 2 for t > 0 and b ≤ s with s ≥ 0 . It follows that the functions on the right-hand side of (2.1) can be given the following integral representations
x∨s−x 0 e −λr dr g(t; b, s) db ds for t > 0 and x ≥ 0 where λ = 2(ν −µ) . A lengthy elementary calculation then shows that
for t > 0 and x ≥ 0 where G and H are given in (2.3) and (2.4) above. Noting that
we see that this establishes the integral representation (2.2) as claimed. above we can conclude that u admits the probabilistic representation (2.1). These arguments therefore establish both the existence and uniqueness of the solution u to the initial boundary problem (1.1)-(1.3) satisfying the specified conditions and the proof is complete.
Remark 1 (Probabilistic interpretation of the solution). The solution u from (2.1) can be interpreted in terms of X and its creation in 0 at rate 2(ν −µ)ℓ 0 (X) . To explain what we mean by that consider a Markov process X taking values in IR . Add a coffin/womb point ∆ to IR and define all functions to take value 0 at ∆ . Let e 1 be an exponentially distributed random variable with rate 1 (having density e −t for t > 0 ) generated independently from X , and let A be a given additive functional. In addition to the killed procesŝ
where ζ = inf { t ≥ 0 | A t ≥ e 1 } is the death time, let us introduce the created procesš
where α = inf { t ≥ 0 | A t ≥ e 1 } is the birth time (one could also combine the two processes into a single process with possibly different womb and coffin points). Then bothX andX are Markov processes and we have
where X 0 = x under P x and f is a given (bounded) measurable function. Note that the killing-creation relation holds
which is evident from (2.24) and (2.25). The solution u from (2.1) can now be probabilistically interpreted as follows. In the setting of Theorem 1 assume first that λ = 2(ν−µ) > 0 and note that a simple change of variables in the final term of (2.1) yields
Setting A t = λℓ 0 t (X) we see that the construction above is applicable and in view of (2.25) we see that the solution (2.2) can be probabilistically expressed as follows
whereX denotes X created in 0 at rate λℓ 0 (X) . (Note that one could also use (2.26) in (2.28) to express u in terms of the killed processX if one is willing to combine f with f ′ under the first/same expectation sign.)
Thus to generate the solution (2.28) one can run the process t → X t from position x at time 0 onwards, imagine the process t →X t staying at ∆ during this time, keep track of the (scaled) local time t → λℓ 0 t (X) of X at zero, and as soon as the local time exceeds an exponentially distributed random value e 1 with rate 1 that is generated independently from X , the process t →X t needs to be created by jumping from ∆ to 0 (the value of X at that time) so to follow the same sample path as the process t → X t afterwards. The two processes X andX then yield random values X t andX t at time t and computing their expected values as in (2.28) we obtain the solution u evaluated at time t and position x .
An analogous measure-theoretic construction of the solution in terms of the created procesš X can also be carried out when λ ≤ 0 given that e 1 is generated from (i) the Lebesque measure on IR + when λ = 0 and (ii) the σ -finite measure with density e t for t > 0 when λ < 0 . This yields a σ -finite measure P x on the product space supporting X and e 1 . The representation (2.28) holds in this case as well with 1 and/or −λ in place of λ when λ = 0 or λ < 0 respectively. Probabilistic interpretations can then be obtained by conditioning on
